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I’m going to talk about
1

• The need

2

• How the tool works

3

• Examples of usage

The need

Problem statement

Digital library

Physical library

•
•
•
•

Streamline existing data collection
Enabling fast, mobile data collection
Centralize data storage
Eliminate multiple data stores with
fragmented data across time/topic
• Provide data analysis and visualization
capabilities for non-technical users

A pocket data analyst for all!

How Suma
works

Data
collector

Data
collector
• Add as many
“collection
programs” in the
admin interface
from your web
browser as you
want.

Data
collector
• Set up the
specific spaces
for each
collecting
program, or
reuse between
programs.

Data
collector
• Create activities
and activity
groups for each
collecting
program.

Data
collector
• Tap activities to
select, then tap
the “count”
button to count a
person engaged
in all selected
activities.

Why the big button?

Data dashboard

Use
cases

James B. Hunt Library, NCSU

Informational point at Hunt Library

D.H. Hill Library

Graduate research commons

Resources
• Suma project webpage
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/dli/projects/spaceassesstool
• GitHub page (source code download)
https://github.com/cazzerson/Suma
• Want to try out the data dashboards? Use our
Sandbox to play
http://anchovy.lib.ncsu.edu:8888/sumaAnalysis/repor
ts/#/

QUESTIONS?
Contact us:
• joyce.chapman@gmail.com (community development)
• jason_casden@ncsu.edu (project lead and developer)
• bret_davidson@ncsu.edu (developer)

